
Activities & Visits - January 2020

Welfare 5ociety for the Blind - 9th January, 2020

January 09, Thursday was the first scheduled visit of our group to WSB in 2020.To put  on 

record,  last year we had provided scholarships to three 

Meritorious students of the institute. WSB (Welfare 5ociety for the Blind) located in a quiet 

neighbourhood of New Alipore provides education and  vocational training to visually 

impaired Men and Women, preparing them for job oriented competitive examinations or to 

equip them with skills to take up a profession and be independent. It is purely a non profit 

welfare group which runs on donations.    

For those who  are born without sight, the idea of light becomes an abstract notion.  But 

those who have  experienced the luminous world, but loose sight, darkness becomes a 

demon to be defeated and won over. At WSB depending on the level of visual impairment 

supportive course/training modules are provided to help the students perceive the world 

beyond darkness. Besides class rooms for regular curriculum, the centre have music/audio 

room,  a fully Equipped computer section, a hall for group interaction/functions and a loom 

unit where weaving is taught.

 

During my last visit at the centre in January 2019, I had the opportunity of spending some 

time at the computer section and was amazed to watch the students using their computer 



for transcription. Their moves were swift when they punched the keys on the keyboard all 

of which they had memorised by touch. While doing the transcription, they listen to the 

select audio clip and type out what they hear. This task requires several skills- listening, 

apprehending and simultaneously swiftly typing, as well as the ability to navigate a special 

software called JAWS ( job access with speech). 

 

A special section of book recording room keeps audio version of books -- recorded where 

a student can go through the record by listening. Besides the vocational training 

programmes ,soft skill training, spoken English and special grooming classes are carried 

our to  bring back the students to the main stream of life. A very special thanks needs to be 

given to the teachers and instructors who exercises the power of empathy, integration and 

empowerment to groom these very special citizens who learn to live a great happy life of 

their own. 

 

Before we left the centre we had the opportunity of interacting with two bright students. 

Kakoli Das, who proudly said that she has recently been selected as a teacher in a school. 

Arvind Singh who passed out recently and is confident of getting a suitable job anyday. 

The day thus was very well spent and a very satisfying day. 

 

We handed over a cheque of Rs 10000 towards buying few select items required for their 

recording room. Our very best wishes will be with the students of WSB always.



Old Age Home (ABWU) - 22nd January, 2020

The last time I visited ABWU was quite sometime back. Decided to make it today and 

reached there before noon. Arun, couldn't make it today as he was indisposed. He had 

mentioned 12 noon as the time he would have come there. So I thought I was not late 

perhaps. But the man at the gate informed me that Kajaldi has arrived already. When I 

entered the familiar dorm, the singing session was in progress. Kajal had took over the 

reins today and she was lending her lead voice in some devotional songs. Shivabrata had 

already rendered his favourite number Ami cheye cheye dekhi sara din, which I had 

missed. Pradip the other member of our team declined to participate as he " didn't 

consider himself to be even a bathroom singer". The axe next had to fall on me, as I was 

the fourth and last member to visit today. I sang one old Manna De song with a fear of 

forgetting the lyrics midway. But somehow managed it. I was amazed when a few of the 

mashimas sitting with us were supplying me with the next line of the song. Thereafter, it 

was the turn of the inmates and they sang for us although there voices wouldn't cooperate 

always because of persistent cold and throat problems common for the season. It was not 

very difficult to feel that they were singing from their heart. They were preparing for a 

drama which would be performed later, based on a Spanish original, but translated into 

Bengali. The theme of the drama dwells upon people who have aged, but still had 

something to offer to the younger generations. Just before us a team of second year 



students from the Heritage Institute had visited them as a part of their curriculum which 

includes social service. But they specially looked forward to our visit which everytime 

makes them happy. Our periodic contribution of medicines and other requirements had 

already been delivered yesterday by Arun. After a nice steaming cup of tea which was 

served to us next at the behest of Shivabrata, it was time for us to say goodbye for today. 

The photos and videos accompanying this note of mine would give a comprehensive 

picture of our short but sweet visit.
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